E34 power steering pump

BMW is no exception in employing dedicated power steering systems; yet, it has produced
several exception automobiles and the E34 M5 is one of them. One of the advanced features of
the E34 M5 was a self-leveling rear suspension SLS whose foundation is a centralized hydraulic
system. On the E34 M5 the relationship between the power steering system and the self-leveling
system could be viewed one of two ways. What you will find toward the front left hand side of
the engine compartment is a much larger hydraulic system reservoir. With that said, you will
have no need for traditional power steering fluid and DO NOT even think of putting power
steering fluid in that hydraulic system reservoir. Good luck on finding that one outside of
Europe. If this is done properly, a self-leveling system delete kit will be used which includes a
loop back hose fitting which allows the hydraulic system to remain functional. If you replace
self-leveling struts without using a delete kit, you might notice your steering getting a little
harder to use. Eventually you should expect a burned out power steering motor. With this
system, in performing the elimination, you can not just cap off the hydraulic pressure and return
lines that come from the pump system. The pressure and return lines must be connected
together after removing them from the regulator. The E34 M5 is a special car that features
mechanical advances that were significant in the late eighties and early nineties. Basics such as
power steering and the rear suspension are two examples where the E34 M5 employs a different
mechanical approach. This example alone is a great reason to ask plenty of questions before
you try your hand at DIY work on this car and certainly one should only trust their beloved M5 to
a mechanic who understands its nuances. About Status Restoration Repair History. This was
removed from my e34 M5 when we rebuild the engine. It was in good working condition but
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steering fluid used in Bmw E Look at the steering reservoir to check the specific type of fluid to
be used it should be written on a label or on the cap. The fluid should be changed every 2 years.
So Joseph R. Most of the fluids came out from the bigger bolt, not much from the smaller one.
He managed to drain 24 ounces of fluid with this procedure. Remove fluid from the reservoir

using the syringe. Place the pan under the car then remove the 19mm bolt holding the reservoir
hose to the PS pump. There is a 8mm hex drain plug on the PS pump, but it was hidden behind
the bracket and I didn't feel like removing the whole pump. Place the pan under the car then
remove the 8mm hex drain plug on the PS pump. Let the fluid drain in the pan then replace the
drain plug. Clean the inside of the reservoir with clean rags and fill it up with the correct fluid
type to the MAX level or 25mm 1 in. Start the engine then slowly turn the steering wheel from
lock to lock two times to bleed the air in the system. Shut down the engine then check the fluid
level and add if necessary. LAD equipped cars, raise the rear wheels off the ground, wait 2 min
then check the fluid level. CHF 7. CHF 11S from the dealership and some part stores. Without
sel-leveling rear suspension LAD : 1. No maintenance is required other than adjustment and
replacement when there is too much wear and adjustment is not possible. The i share the same
box, same for the i. The M5 has its own. Steering play can be caused by the steering box,
steering links or one of the universal joints of the steering column. If you are replacing the
steering box and are getting one from a scrap yard make sure it has its pitman arm as I
discovered car on axle stands steering box out that though the boxes are the same there are
different size output shafts Big thanks Gar. Turn your steering wheel to normal position and
check to see if the play is still there. Readjust if necessary. Jack up the front of the car and with
the wheels hanging and the motor off.. Take a flat file.. I would start in about 10 degree
increments.. You will be able to tell if you overtightened the adjustment screw by how much
tension you feel in the steering with the motor off.. If the play can not be removed by adjusting
the screw or if your steering box is leaking, you will need to change it. Try to find one in a junk
yard from a car with low mileage. Be sure to disconnect the battery prior to touch anything. Pull
up rear seat bottom and disconnect battery anode. Jack up front of car and put on jackstands.
Remove both front splash pan and rear splash pan 4. Remove 4 nuts on top of plastic engine
shroud and remove shroud. Remove 4, 10mm bolts that hold metal heat shield under steering
gearbox and slide out by tire one bolt is thru an access hole, use extension 6. Remove the two
nuts 17mm and 13mm under gusset that hold the front engine rubber donut mounts to frame.
Place piece of wood 10"x2"x8" under oil pan and place 3 ton floor jack under wood. Remove
same bolt on top of box. Now slide out the heat shield to the rear and remove. Douse the
adjusting nut on top of steering box with WD40 Turn steering wheel 1 turn CW. Make sure nut is
loose and using 4. Turn wheel throughout range. You want no slop and no tightness. If too tight
back-off. When feels good. Tighten nut. Retest steering should be silky smooth - no slop. If OK
Replace top heat shield and bottom heat shield. Then replace mounting nuts Replace both
splash pans and re-connect battery,install seat bottom. Drive the car up on ramps. Remove the
fluid out of the power steering reservoir with a syringe don't re-use the old fluid. Place a pan
under the steering pump to collect the fluid that is still in the hoses. Let the fluid drip in the pan
then put the hoses aside. You may want to place some clean rags inside the holes or the
steering box or you will experience a power steering fluid shower when removing the box.
Under the car, loosen the 17mm nut on the pitman arm or remove the center tie-rod nut and
using a tie-rod puller don't try with a pickle fork or you will damage the tie-rod boot. Remove the
tie-rod from the pitman arm. Loosen the 5 horizontal 19mm nut and bolt. The trick is to slide a
19mm wrench from under the hood behind the steering box where the nut is. Then, under the
car hold the wrench with your right hand and loosen the bolt with a ratchet in yo
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ur left hand. Loosen the 4 vertical 17mm nut and bolt. The box is unbolted. Under the hood,
push the universal joint on the steering column off of the steering box don't worry, the steering
column will go forward, it is a safely device. Pull up the box while pushing down on the pitman
arm to remove it. Go back under the car and push the centerlink as far back as possible. Get the
steering box out between the engine suspension crossmember and body. If you cannot pull it
out, you can loosen the bolt and nut and remove the idle arm, the center tie-rod will go far
forward and the box will be very easy to remove. Installation is reverse of removal. If you
disassembled the pitman arm from the steering box don't forget to align the marks when
re-installing the pitman arm. Fill up the reservoir and bleed the system by starting the engine
then slowly turn the steering wheel from lock to lock two times. Take your E34 for a drive and
enjoy a tight steering. Readjust the steering box if necessary.

